The ADXB-OE issues several DX-related awards for the AGDX. Membership at ADXB-OE or any
other radioclub is not required. Any radio or amateur listener or ham operator is eligible.
The following awards are available:

ADXB-OE HEARD ALL CONTINENTS AWARD

Silver Edition

You can obtain this award for having confirmed stations from the following continents:
EUROPE, AFRICA, ASIA, NORTH AMERICA, SOUTH AMERICA, AUSTRALIA OR
PACIFIC (= 6 QSLs in total).
Reception of the stations must be within 24 h (0000-2400 GMT/UTC) for the silver diploma. If
you have QSLs for receptions within 12 hours, you can obtain the golden diploma.
Only broadcast stations are valid for the award (no amateur or utility).
Applications must include original QSL cards or letters. They will be returned along with your
award. If you request a QSL from a station, always ask for confirmation of the date and time!

Or you send Copies undersigned verification by another OM

Gold Edition
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AGDX - COUNTRIES AWARD OF
ARBEITSGEMEINSCHAFT DX

Confirmations of reception (QSL-cards or letters) from at least 25 countries are necessary.
You can obtain endorsements for 50, 75, 100 or every 10 countries above 100.
The confirmed station may be of any type: broadcaster, amateur station or commercial (utility)
station. Furthermore there are no restrictions on transmission modes (AM, SSB, RTTY, etc.)
You can obtain the award for the classes broadcast (if all stations confirmed setn in are
entirely broadcasters), amateur, utility (like broadcasters) or mixed.
Valid countries lists are those from the EDXC (European DX Council) or DXCC (DX Century
Club, USA).
You need not send original QSLs. Please send a list with the following details: station name or
callsign | type of station | date, time (UTC) | frequency | transmission mode. You must also
specify the countries list used (see above).
Your application must be signed by two radio amateurs or SW listeners of a radio club. You
should also declare that there is a QSL for every station you listed, the award manager may
ask you for one or another.

AGDX VHF AWARD
You can obtain this diploma (same design as for HF) for confirmation of reception of stations
transmitting on high frequencies (FM/VHF and above). You must have confirmed stations from
at least 5 countries (according to countries list as mentioned in the ”Countries Award”),
endorsements are available for every 5 additional stations.
Other requirements are the same like those for the ”Countries Award”.

FEES (FOR EACH AWARD)
Euro 10 or 8 international reply coupons (IRC), please enclose additional IRCs if you wish to have
your award sent by air mail. Bank cheques cannot be accepted.
Please send your applications directly to the award manager.

ADXB – Austrian DX Board, c/o Harald Süss, Albert-Severstrase 2-28/12,
A-2231 Strasshof, Austria
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